Mock Test 2018-2022 Level 10
Prepared by Robin Ruegg. Updated 6/13/2018 (corrected/clarified questions #3, #8, #13, #14, #15, #16 #26, #30, #46)
robinruegg@gmail.com if you find errors, please!
(7 general, 7 vault, 12 bars, 12 beam, 12 floor for written test per Connie Maloney)

General
1. Which is INCORRECT for spotting assistance upon landing the dismount on bars or beam or an acro element on floor?
a) If a fall occurs after the spot, do not deduct additional 0.5 for the fall
b) No bonus is awarded
c) Award the Special Requirement
d) Award Value-part credit
e) Deduct 0.5 for the spot by each judge
2. Which is CORRECT regarding inquiries?
a) An inquiry allows for a second evaluation which may result in no change in the score, the score being raised or
the score being lowered.
b) The coach may not approach the judge regarding the inquiry during the competition
c) Inquiries are limited to questions about unusual occurrences , neutral Deductions, falls, specific flat
compositional deductions (not “up to”), or Start Value
d) If a coach has a question regarding an exercise during competition, the chief judge or meet referee should
advise the coach to submit an inquiry.
e) There should be no casual conversation during the competition between the Coach and the Judge regarding the
evaluation of an exercise
f) All of the above are correct
g) a), c) and e) are correct
h) a), b) and d) are correct
3. What is the Start Value if gymnast performs:
--1A, 2Bs, 1C, 1D, 1E (acro if on beam or floor)
--Has 0.3 in Connection Value
--All Special Requirements met
a) 9.7
b) 9.8
c) 9.9
d) 10.0
e) 10.0 plus 0.1 bonus
4. Gymnast takes 3 steps and then falls. Which is correct?
a) Deduct 0.3 for the steps
b) Deduct 0.4 maximum
c) Deduct only 0.5 for the fall
d) Deduct 0.3 for the steps and 0.5 for the fall
5. What is the final average of these scores for a 4-judge panel?
8.9
9.3
9.2
8.75
a) 8.975
b) 9.025
c) 9.035
d) 9.05
e) 9.1
f) 9.225
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6. Which is INCORRECT regarding the Jury of Appeals?
a) The Jury of Appeals reviews improperly handled inquiries, unusual situations and governs all technical and
organizational matters of the competition
b) The Jury of Appeals is comprised of the Meet Referee or Technical Director, Meet Director who is the President
of the Jury, Chief Judges of all 4 events (or of the event involved as appropriate), and USA gymnastics personnel
(state/regional administrative committee chair and/or regional/national JO committee chair)
c) For Regional or National competitions, the Jury of Appeals is comprised of the Meet Director (unless affiliated
with the inquiry), the Meet Referee and the USAG elected JO or Administrative officer
d) The Jury can settle a case through discussion and voting on a decision. The majority vote dictates the final
decision
7. Which of the following is/are INCORRECT Chief Judge deduction(s) for floor exercise?
a) Unauthorized or additional mat on floor area 0.3
b) Warm up time exceeded (after warning) 0.2
c) Time is 1 minute, 15 seconds, 0.1
d) Exercise time is 25 seconds, 1.0
e) Gymnast performs with no music, 1.0
f) Coach on floor exercise area 0.5
g) a) and c)
h) b) and d)
i) c) and d)

Vault
8. Gymnast runs off the vault runway. She then performs a vault and scores 8.8. Gymnast steps are off; she does a
belly slide on top of the vault table. Which is CORRECT?
a)
b)
c)
d)

She gets to do another vault
Her final score is 4.4
Her final score is 0
Her final score is 8.8

9. At the Level 10 state meet, coach flashes 4.303 (RO, FF B. Tuck 1/1) which is worth 9.8. Gymnast performs a RO, FF
Tuck worth 9.4. There are 1.0 in execution deductions. What is gymnast’s final score?
a) 8.8
b) 8.4
c) 8.3
d) 7.9
e) Void
10. Gymnast runs and performs a vault before the Chief Judge raises the green flag. She then performs two more vaults
(which is allowed) and scores 9.1 on the first vault and 8.7 on the second vault. Which is CORRECT regarding her final
score?
a) Final score is 9.1
b) Final score is 8.7
c) Final score is 8.6
d) Final score is 8.2
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11. What is the maximum potential deduction for the following errors on a handspring front tuck vault:
--Staggered hand placement in support phase
--Early tuck in support phase
--Under-rotation of the vault
--Large step back towards table upon landing
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

12. For Levels 6 and 7, which of the following vaults are allowable?
a) ½ on – ½ off
b) Handspring to mat stack
c) Handspring 1/1 twist
d) Round-off entry (Yurchenko) timer to feet
e) Yamashita
f) Tsukahara Entry timer to feet
g) All of the above are allowed
h) a), b) and c) are allowed
i) d), e) and f) are allowed
j) a), c) and e) are allowed
k) b) d) and f) are allowed
13. For Level 6 and 7 vaults, which of these landing deductions is INCORRECT?
a) Slight hop or small adjustments of feet towards table ^0.1
b) 2 large steps and a small step towards the table 0.5
c) Lands on feet alternately (one then the other) 0.2
d) Incorrect body posture on landing ^0.5
e) All of the above are correct
14. For level 6 and 7 vaults, what is the maximum deduction for the following errors?
--Angle 10o from vertical (“High on”)
--Fail to maintain neutral head position on support/repulsion phase and on 2 nd flight phase
--Fail to maintain prescribed body position on 2nd flight phase
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
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Bars
15. What is the value and bonus for:
--Back giant 1/1 turn in Handstand on HB + Forward swing to 15o from vertical to Counter swing straddle backward to
handstand on LB
a) D + C
b) D + C +0.1 CV
c) D + D
d) D + D +0.2 CV
e) None of the above
16. What is the maximum deduction for the following?
--Facing same direction throughout exercise
--Choice of elements
--Choice of release elements not up to competitive level
--Choice of dismount not up to competitive level
a) 0.3
b) 0.35
c) 0.4
d) 0.45
e) 0.5
f) 0.55
g) 0.6
17. What is the start value for this routine?
Long hang kip to HB
Cast HS ½ turn
½ turn shoot over LB (Bail)
Kip, cast HS on LB
Back Stalder to HS on LB
Toe shoot to HB (Chinese sit up)
Long hang kip, cast HS
Giant, Giant, double back piked flyaway dismount
a) 9.5
b) 9.6
c) 9.7
d) 9.8
e) 9.9
f) 10.0
18. For routine in #17, What deduction is there respectively for Choice of elements, Choice of release elements and
Choice of Dismount?
a) 0, 0, 0
b) 0, 0.1, 0
c) 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
d) 0, 0.2, 0.2
e) 0, 0.2, 0.1
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19. How many D elements are listed?
Mount—jump to with extended body to HS on LB
Hang on HB, uprise backward to handstand with ½ turn
From hang on HB, stoop through, inverted pike swing, dislocate with flight to HS on LB (Zuchold-Schleudern)
Giant circle backward on HB—hop from regular grip to L grip in HS phase
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0
1
2
3
4

20. Which is the LARGEST deduction?
a) Choice of release elements not up to competitive level
b) Lack of two bar changes
c) Cast below 45o
d) Insufficient amplitude of elements
e) Insufficient dynamics throughout routine
21. Which is INCORRECT if gymnast falls and does not remount the bars?
a) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the fall
b) Chief judge deducts 1.0 from the average if there were less than 5 value parts
c) Each judge deducts 0.5 from Start Value of missing the Dismount Special Requirement
d) Each judge deducts any value parts or Special Requirements missing from the Start Value
e) Each judge deducts 0.3 from the Start Value for No Dismount
22. What is the total maximum deduction if after fall, gymnasts does glide kip, then crawls up to support on the low
bar?
a) 0.5 for the fall
b) 0.6 for the fall plus 0.1 for uncharacteristic element
c) 0.6 for the fall plus 0.1 for lack of continuity
d) 0.7 for the fall plus 0.1 for uncharacteristic element and 0.1 for lack of continuity
23. Which of the following elements fulfill the Special Requirement of a 2 nd, minimum B flight element?
a) Hecht mount with hand repulsion over LB to hang on HB
b) Backward giant with hop 1/1 turn in handstand phase
c) Straddle cut catch to hang
d) Front support, cast, release and 1/1 turn (Caslavska pirouette)
e) Cast, hop change in handstand
f) All of the above fulfill the Special Requirement
g) a) and e) only
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24. Gymnast starts to perform a Giant full into a Toe-on front salto dismount, but peels and falls to her seat before
initiating the salto. Which is CORRECT?
a) Deduct 0.5 for the fall
b) Do not award Value Part
c) Award Special Requirement for C dismount
d) Deduct 0.3 off Start Value for No Dismount
e) Award the D and the +0.1 Connection Value
f) All of the above are correct
g) a), c) and e) are correct
h) a), b) and d) are correct
i) b), d) and e) are correct
25. What is the total maximum deduction for:
--Cast handstand 35o from vertical
--Clear hip handstand ½ turn with turn completed below 45o from vertical
--Clear hip circle to below horizontal
a) 0.7
b) 0.8
c) 0.9
d) 1.0
e) None of the above
26. What is the value and Connection Bonus for:
Cast HS hop to reverse grip in Handstand + Front giant ½ turn in HS + Layout double flyaway dismount
a) C + C + E + 0.2 in CV
b) C + C + E + 0.1 in CV
c) C + D + E + 0.3 in CV
d) C + D + E + 0.3 in CV
e) None of the above

Beam
27. Gymnast performs the following. How much Connective Value (CV) is she awarded?
Front aerial + Flic-flac step-out –ANDSplit jump take-off from 2 feet + Sheep Jump
a) 0.1
b) 0.2
c) 0.3
d) 0.4
e) 0.5
f) 0.6
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28. How many “C” level elements are listed?
--Mount: Split leap forward with leg change (180o) at end of beam
--Tuck jump ¾ turn
--Split jump with ¾ turn
--1 ½ turn in tuck stand on one leg, free leg in forward horizontal (wolf turn)
--Free backward shoulder roll (backward Garrison roll)
a) 0
b) 1
c) 2
d) 3
e) 4
f) 5
29. What is the Start Value for the following routine?
Mount: Forward roll
Split leap, tuck jump (connected)
Back salto tuck, stop, back salto tuck
1 ½ turn on 1 leg
Punch front salto off 2 feet to stand
Straddle jump facing end of beam
Run, front salto tucked with 1/1 twist dismount off end of beam
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

8.6
9.1
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
None of the above

30. For routine above in question 29, what is the deduction for Up to level acro, up to level dance, and up to level
dismount respectively?
a) 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
b) 0.15, 0.2, 0.1
c) 0.15, 0.15, 0.1
d) 0.15, 0.2, 0.05
e) 0.2, 0.2, 0.1
31. Gymnast performs a split leap forward with leg change (switch-leg leap). Her first leg does not reach 45o. What do
you do?
a) Devalue the element to a B, split leap
b) Deduct 0.2 for not up to the level dance
c) Award C, deduct up to 0.1 for insufficient height of leg swing
d) Award C, deduct up to 0.2 for insufficient height of leg swing
e) Glare at gymnast because now you have to look up the rule and you’ve forgotten it.
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32. What is the total maximum deduction for:
--3 pivot turns in the routine
--Insufficient dynamics
--Insufficient sureness of performance throughout exercise
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0.25
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

33. What is the total maximum deduction for:
--Bent legs on layout-step out salto
--Concentration pause for 3 seconds before dismount
--2 large steps upon landing dismount
a) 0.5
b) 0.6
c) 0.7
d) 0.8
e) 0.9
f) 1.0
34. Which of the following is NOT an up to 0.2 deduction?
a) Relaxed/Incorrect footwork on non-value parts throughout exercise
b) Insufficient open of tuck body position prior to landing a tuck back salto on beam
c) Legs not parallel to beam in straddle pike jump
d) Pike down dismount
e) Insufficient height on a leap
f) Insufficient split position on a split jump
g) a) and d)
h) b) and c)
i) I GIVE UP!
35. Which is CORRECT regarding additional bonus for Level 10?
a) Gymnast must have an E acrobatic element
b) The additional bonus of 0.1 is included in the Start Value
c) Gymnast must have both Connection Value bonus (CV) and D/E bonus
d) The total bonus must be 0.5 or more
e) The start value must be 10.0
f) All of the above are correct
g) a) and c)
h) b) and d)
i) a), c) and e)
j) a), d) and e)
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36. Gymnast performs the following acro elements. What is the deduction for Acro Elements not up to the Competitive
Level?
--Back handspring, back tuck full
--Aerial cartwheel
--Round off double full dismount
a) 0
b) 0.05
c) 0.1
d) 0.15
e) 0.2
37. What is the deduction for Beam Dance elements not up to the competitive level for this routine?
--Step up mount
--Back handspring, back layout
--Split leap, Straddle jump in cross position
--Full turn
--Aerial front walkover
--Round-off, 1 ½ twisting back salto dismount
a) 0
b) 0.05
c) 0.1
d) 0.15
e) 0.2

38. Which is INCORRECT regarding timing of the beam routine?
a) If the exercise is less than 30 seconds because gymnast falls and does not complete routine, deduct missing
Value Parts and Special Requirements and 0.3 from Start value for no dismount
b) Judge evaluates all elements performed to the end of the exercise even if final time is exceeded
c) Gymnast is allowed 45 seconds for a fall. Timer gives notification of 20 seconds and 10 seconds remaining
d) Chief judge deducts 0.1 from the average for overtime
e) Warning and final time signals should be a special device such as a bell, whistle or gong
f) Routine timing of beam begins when the feet leave the mat or mounting apparatus
g) Routine time stops when gymnast falls from beam and restarts with first movement to continue
h) Routine time stops when feet touch floor on dismount

Floor
39. Gymnast does a double back tucked, lands in bounds and then runs backward out of bounds. Her teammate pushes
her to stop her momentum and she falls. Which is CORRECT?
a) Each judge deducts 0.5 for assist, she receives no D bonus for the double back, and chief judge deducts 0.1 from
average for the out of bounds.
b) Each judge deducts 0.5 for assist and another 0.5 for fall, she receives no D bonus and chief judge deducts 0.1
from average for the out of bounds.
c) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the assist, the chief judge deducts 0.5 for the fall out of bounds and also 0.1 for out of
bounds. She receives no bonus for the D.
d) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the fall, the chief judge deducts 0.1 for out of bounds but she still receives D bonus
since she landed the double back inbounds.
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e) Oh dear, the gymnast is not “going to the prom.”

40. What is the Start Value for this routine?
--Round off, flic-flac, 1 ½ twisting back salto, punch front pike salto
--Switch leg leap, Straddle jump with 1/1 turn (Popa)
--Back salto to knee
--Full turn with leg at horizontal, but it drops below horizontal for majority of turn
--Round off, flic-flac, Double twisting back salto
a) 9.3
b) 9.4
c) 9.5
d) 9.6
e) 9.7
f) 9.8
g) 9.9
41. In routine in number 40 above, what is deduction for up to the level acro, up to the level dance, and last acro level
respectively?
a) 0.1, 0.1, 0.05
b) 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
c) 0.15, 0.15, 0.1
d) 0.2, 0.15, 0.1
e) 0.2, 0.2, 0.1
42. Which of the following DO NOT fulfill the B turn on 1 leg compositional requirement?
a) 1 ½ turn on one leg
b) 1/1 turn with free leg at horizontal from start to finish
c) 1/1 turn on one leg to scale forward (hold 2 seconds)
d) 1/1 illusion turn through standing split without touching floor with free leg or hand
e) 1/1 turn in tuck stand on one leg
f) 1/1 turn with free leg held upward at a 180o split position
g) All of the above fulfill the compositional requirement
43. Which is the LARGEST deduction?
a) Insufficient use of the floor exercise area spatially
b) Legs not parallel to floor in switch split leap
c) Arm swing on landing to maintain balance
d) Incorrect body posture during a 2/1 turn
e) Direction on landing
44. How many “D” elements are listed?
--Tour jete’ to ring leap with ½ turn
--Cat leap forward with bent legs and 1 ½ turn
--Wolf jump 1 ½ turn
--2/1 turn in tuck stand on one leg (free leg optional)
--Tuck jump 2/1 turn
a) 0
b) 1
c) 2
d) 3
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e) 4
f) 5
45. What is the total maximum deduction for the following errors?
--Switch split leap missing 40o of split
--Lack of a “C” salto in the routine
--Feet sickled on a hitch kick
--Legs crossed on a back layout full
a) 0.4
b) 0.45
c) 0.5
d) 0.55
e) 0.6
f) 0.65
g) 0.7
46. Which is CORRECT regarding the floor exercise apparatus?
a) Up to three (3) manufactured mats are allowed to be placed separately on the floor area
b) A sting mat may be placed on top or under a skill cushion or throw mat
c) Mats covering the boundary lines must be marked with athletic tape
d) If a competition is held in outside facilities, the corners must be padded
e) All of the above are correct
f) a) and c) are correct
g) b) and d) are correct
h) b), c) and d) are correct
47. What is the total maximum deduction for the following errors?
--No C salto in the exercise
--Stands and concentrates for 2 seconds prior to acro series
--Double twisting back salto is short 80o of twist
a) 0.4
b) 0.5
c) 0.6
d) 0.7
e) 0.8
48. What is the start value for this routine?
--Wolf jump 1 ½ turn
--Round off, flic-flac, Full twisting double salto (full-in)
--Double turn on 1 leg
--Switch leap + Popa
--Tuck front salto, front handspring, front layout full
--Cat leap double turn
--Round off, flic-flac, double salto layout
a) 9.8
b) 9.9
c) 10.0
d) 10.0 plus 0.1 in extra bonus
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49. What is the total bonus for a routine containing these series?
--Front aerial, round-off, flic-flac, double salto backward tuck
--Round-off, Whip salto ½ twist, front salto layout
--Switch-leg ring leap + Tour jete’ ½ to 2 feet
--Round-off, flic-flac, double twisting back salto
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.5 plus bonus 0.1

50. Which of the following dance series receive 0.1 in Connection Bonus?
a) Double turn + Wolf Hop 1/1 turn
b) Wolf jump 1/1, land on 1 leg, + Double turn
c) Double turn + Straddle jump with 1/1 turn
d) Double turn + Triple turn
e) All of the above receive 0.1 in CV bonus
f) a) and b)
g) c) and d)
h) a) and d)
i) b) and c)

Extra Questions!
Bars:
51) Gymnast does the following routine. What is her start value?
--Short kip to HB mount
--Cast Handstand
--Clear hip handstand
--Tkatchev
--Kip to HB
--Cast HS
--Bail to HS on LB
--Toe circle around LB
--Long Hang kip to HB
--Cast to hip circle backward, hecht with 1/1 twist dismount
a) 9.3
b) 9.4
c) 9.5
d) 9.6
e) 9.7
f) 9.8
52) True or False: A Giant full turn or a 1 ½ twisting flyaway dismount count towards fulfilling a change in direction for
the composition of Facing same direction throughout exercise.
Beam:
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53) True or False: A 1-arm back handspring, back handspring to full twisting layout salto dismount fulfills the special
requirement for a beam dismount.

Answer Sheet
General
1. a) If a fall occurs after spot on landing each judge deducts an additional 0.5 for the fall
2. f) All are correct regarding inquiries
3. b) 9.8 She has only 6 elements, so she is short 2 “A’s.” She cannot receive the 0.1 bonus because she does not have a
10.0 Start Value. 9.5-0.2 A’s + 0.5 Bonus = 9.8.
4. c) 0.5 There’s a maximum of 0.4 for steps, but if the steps result in a fall, deduct only for the fall
5. d) 9.05 Throw out the high (9.3) and low (8.75) and average the middle two (8.9 and 9.2)
6. b) the Meet Ref or Technical Director is the chair of the Jury of Appeals. The Meet Director is non-voting if the
question relates to his/her gymnast
7. i) Time allowed is 1:30 for Level 10. Deduction for too short of routine is 2.0
Vault
8. d) She gets score for vault completed. Only 3 attempts to do vaults, so no more attempts allowed
9. b) Judge vault performed (9.4) less execution deductions. No deduction for performing vault different than what
was flashed.
10. b) The second vault is the highest score of the two vaults because gymnast received 0.5 deduction on the first vault
she performed. (9.1-0.5=8.6)
11. c) 0.7 ^0.1 staggered hands, ^0.3 early tuck, 0.1 under-rotation, 0.2 large step
12. k) only 3 vaults allowed—handspring to mat stack, Yurchenko timer and Tsuk timer to feet
13. b) 0.5 is incorrect. The total maximum deduction for steps is 0.4
14. e) 0.8. ^0.3 for angle of arrival, ^0.1 each x 2 phases for neutral head position, ^0.3 maintain body position
Bars
15. e) No CV because the forward swing prior to counter swing reaches HS (within 20o) considered BWD giant and breaks
connection, making it D + B + D
16. g) 0.6 Same direction 0.1, choice of elements ^0.2, choice of release elements up to level ^0.2, choice of dismount up
to level ^ 0.1
17. c) 9.7 Has Special requirements and +0.2 in two C+C bonus connections for HS ½ to shoot over and for stalder HS to
toe shoot (2 different 3/6/7 C’s)
18. e) 0 for choice of elements (has 2/3 with HS 1/s and stalder), 0.2 for release (2 isolated C releases) and 0.1 for
dismount (C dismount preceded by C or less—in this case B,B, C dismount)
19. d) The uprise to HS ½ turn is “C,” the rest are “D’s”
20. c) Cast below 45o is 0.25 to 0.3. The rest are up to 0.2, except lack of 2 bar changes is a flat 0.2
21. b) Chief judge deducts 2.0 if less than 5 value parts
22. d) Deduct fall, uncharacteristic element and lack of continuity. She should just crawl up w/out glide!
23. f) All fulfill the special requirement
24. h) Deduct fall, No VP, No SR, No Bonus for failing to land feet first and not initiating salto dismount
25. c) 0.9 Cast handstand to 35o .15-.2 (so 0.2), Clear hip HS ½ ^0.3, clear hip below horizontal 0.4
26. a) C+C+E, + 0.1 for C+C and + 0.1 for C+E
Beam
27. d) 0.4. 0.2 CV for D + B and 0.2 CV for B + D. Read question carefully. This one asked just for the CV bonus, NOT the
total bonus! (There is 0.2 in D/E bonus in these two connections).
28. e) 4. All are C’s EXCEPT the split jump ¾ is a D
29. b) 9.1 Has all difficulty (remember split leap now a B), but no acro series. Has 0.1 in DV bonus
30. b) 0.15 acro level (no acro series+ 1 D/E acro flight), 0.2 dance level (has 3 B’s with split leap, straddle jump and 1 ½
turn, but no C’s. My best interpretation because this doesn’t fit examples given), 0.1 for dismount level (isolated C)
31. c) Award C and deduct up to 0.1 for insufficient height of leg swing (a change with this Code)
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32. d) 0.5 0.1 for more than 2 pivot turns, ^0.2 for dynamics and ^0.2 for sureness of performance
33. e) 0.9 Bent legs ^0.3, >2 second pause 0.2 (NEW!), 2 large steps 0.2 each = 0.4
34. b) Insufficient opening is up to 0.3 for acro elements or dismount. Rest are up to 0.2 deductions
35. i) Must have E acro element, both CV and D/E bonus and a start value of 10. Additionally, the bonus is NOT included
in the Start value, and the total bonus must be 0.6 or more.
36. a) 0. She has a 2-element acro series with an E, and an additional D acro flight. I threw in the dismount just to
confuse you. This was a question about acro level. (although her dismount level is ok too and receives no deduction).
37. e) 0.2 She has 2 B’s in her dance series and an “A” full turn.
38. c) Fall time is 30 seconds on beam. (You got confused—it’s 45 second fall time on bars)
Floor
39. a) Do NOT deduct for both the assist and fall
40. e) 9.7 Has difficulty, 2-salto series, 3 different saltos, ends w/ C salto, has dance series. Has 0.2 in CV for the C+B
saltos in first pass
41. d) 0.2 for acro level with no D saltos, 0.15 for dance (1 C and 1 B), and 0.1 for ending with isolated C
42. g) All of the above fulfill. It would be good to memorize these—all are B’s
43. b) is up to 0.2. The others are up to 0.1
44. e) 4 The cat leap 1 ½ is a “C”, the rest are “D’s”
45. f) 0.65 ^0.2 for lacking split, 0.3 for no C salto, 0.05 for sickled feet on an element, ^0.1 legs crossed
46. g) b) and d) are correct. a) incorrect--Up to 2 mats allowed, not 3. c) incorrect-- athletic tape is not required, but
recommended
47. c) 0.6 0.3 for no C salto, 0.1 for concentration pause, .15-.2 for twist short 45o – 89o
48. b) 9.9 Can only use 0.4 in D/E bonus; she has no CV bonus and also is not eligible for the bonus 0.1
49. c) 0.1 CV plus D for first pass, 0.1 CV for B+B pass, 0.1 CV for 2 dance C’s
50. f) a) & b) are C+C + 0.1. The turn plus jump gets NO CV. The double turn, triple turn is C+D + 0.2 CV
Extra Questions
Bars
51. a) Clear Hip to Tkatchev C+D +0.1 CV, D for Bail to HS. -0.5 from Start Value for no C SALTO dismount
52. False. Mount or dismount does NOT fulfill change of direction, or will a full turn
Beam
53. True. A B dismount directly connected to an acro series with a minimum of a “C” element (the 1 –arm back
handspring) fulfills the special requirement.
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